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The discourse of the expansion area in the province back would do in Central Lampung district where the Central Lampung Regency will be broken down into three Districts namely Central Lampung Regency, West Seputih and East Seputih. One of the biggest potential Central Lampung Regency is the agricultural sector where approximately 51% accounted for the value of GDP. In order to perform the extraction areas, then it needs to be done planning related to the potential and advantages of new areas and aspects of public services available so that the area will be set up to provide positive benefits to the society.

This research using descriptive analysis with quantitative data by method of LQ analysis to determine excellence agriculture on the candidate a new area. Besides related service aspects public will analyzed using analysis skalogram and the centrality index to see a hierarchy function facilities public services in prospective new regions and analysis training to draw up development strategy on the candidate government will formed.

The result showed of agriculture prospective district are western and east are having index LQ>1 in various the agricultural sector as a food plant, plantation sector fishery sector and livestock with various commodities of mythology. Besides from the public service, sub-district kalirejo occupy highest rank in prospective district are western
and sub-district are surabaya in prospective district are east. It based on a level completeness facilities public service available in sub-district prospective new districts. Strategy that are developed on both regions prospective autonomy the new with regard to the internal factor and external is developing sectors seeded regional to improve regional economy later on, implementing development of for those which are still lagging in terms of public facilities and build a health and education in prospective autonomy new later.
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